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About This Game

Follower:Sacrifice is a Rogue-like action adventure game. In the game, you will become a tryout and challenge the trials set by
the great god Besimis. Now let's get started!

Introduction to the game

A long time ago, the great god Besimis used his vast divine power to create this continent. However, human beings face each
other several times. Although these fights hardly caused any harm to God, they also annoyed God. Now, Only believe in God

can survive!
You are a devout believer, now it is your turn to participate in trials, rights, wealth, as long as you pass the trials, you will all get!

!

Main Features

 Up to 90+ Weapons and 60+ Armor, Attack Actions and Skills will vary depending on the weapon

randomly generated scenes, monsters, and traps

There are various special events awaiting your excavation

You can gain greater ability through the development of the church
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Abundant talent system makes your character more unique

 50+ props with different effects

8 kinds of occupations with different characteristics

 Choose Your Game Character Carefully

Each believer has different attributes and characteristics, and careful selection of the right challenger can make your game
easier

 Reasonably choose your growth path

A reasonable match with each growth path creates a different life for each exerciser
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Title: Follower:Sacrifice
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Dark Room Studio
Publisher:
Dark Room Studio
Release Date: 26 Apr, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or equivalent

Memory: 2048 MB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000 or higher

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2048 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,Simplified Chinese
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boethiah follower sacrifice. follower sacrifice skyrim

Note that the game is in Early Access(Feels like alpha), once it gets released its defiently worth buying it for its price.

I've spent around 2 Hours playing this game and unlocked quite a bit in the game. There are a few issues to pinpoint and the
gameplay is really repetitive and mostly the same over and over. as you progress further levels get harder and so do bosses. the
game offer quite a bit.

The game is missing quite alot of sounds so it feels very empty while playing the game.
As for being a 5\u20ac Product i would say its a Good game.

I encountered a bug where the boss somehow charged outside the map, but i was saved by a talent point that i had not choosen
yet that spawned a goblin that could range the boss down.

Other than that there werent that many issues and i would say for a price of 5\u20ac go for it.. The develper will not solve his
contrl problem.
Do not buy it.. Game has potential...i know it's in early access but the controls are not optimized again... gamepad is in option
but is impossible to use it...i think keyb+mouse should be the best but for now is not functioning well...you must implement the
possibility to move and fire weapon in independent mode... now is used only the left mouse button so it's impossible move
around enemy and aim to them separately... need to work on controls and could be a nice game
Hope developers will read this ...

update: about developers answer... i have a xbox one gamepad and didn't work !. A very interesting game, super fun, the first
steam game, no choice wrong. - repetitive you only get two weapons, each has 2 skills - one dps and one defensive skill
(both have relatively short cooldowns and cost no resource to use); you'll generally gravitate towards one set up and
never use any of the other weapons. the levels are linear and just lazily littered with simplistic enemies, destructible
"obstacles," and a few binary hazards [if any].

- laggy (at least for me. interestingly enough the game ran decently until the latest patch. I'm not entirely sure why this
is though, considering my computer goes what could be considered infinitely beyond the requirements to even run this
game).

- stiff controls you use left mouse to move, but it also attacks - you'll accidentally click on enemies you didn't mean to
and be stuck in the attack animation; of course you can finesse your way around this by just paying close attention to
the environment, but the fact you can't even rebind the attack key separately from the movement key is really
unintuitive.

had to return it unfortunately - it was an otherwise charming game in terms of aesthetics and atmosphere, but in the
end it's just another mediocre rogue-like in an ocean of mediocre rogue-likes.
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